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Meetings/Training/Events 

 

• Icelandair, UK office – We had a meeting with Hjalti Jonsson, Marketing Manager and 

Mark Johnson, Sales Manager to discuss how we can work together to support the Tampa 

route. Mark advised that Orlando is doing ok from the UK, particularly from Scotland, 

but overall it’s down versus last year. Direct consumer bookings account for approx. 50% 

of the bookings on the Orlando route. Tampa is fairly slow and had expected it to be 

doing better. Approx. 60% of the bookings are made through the trade. They expressed 

their concern with the competition from the direct service with BA and also Lufthansa for 

the European markets. Customers are price sensitive and Norwegian are offering very 

good airfares. Mark was confident that the route would pick up once it had launched. 

They are seeing a late booking market, however the UK to Reykjavik route in October 

was nearly fully booked, so they will focus on the Scandinavian markets for this travel 

month where they is availability to Reykjavik to connect with the Tampa flight. The 

majority of the bookings they receive are for flight only. Key partners include DNATA 

and Barrhead. Saga and Titan also perform well as they offer multi-centres. Mark advised 

they were keen to arrange a fam trip for May potentially, and target regional sales 

agencies/tour operators, possibly as an incentive. We discussed adding destination content 

to their website, which will need to be submitted via Hjalti to their head office for 

consideration. Since our meeting we have provided Hjalti with copy, images and video 

for inclusion on their website. 

 

IPW 

Met with the following tour operators and industry contacts during IPW in Washington, DC 

• Funway Holidays – Met with Melissa Tilling, MD.  Florida is tracking 7.1% up in 2017 

but St Pete/Clearwater is tracking only 0.5% up.  Rates in our destination are high 

compared to other beach destinations but she also feels we have had a good period of 

growth which couldn’t be sustained.  2017 is very hit and miss, one minute bookings are 

good and next minute they have nothing coming in.  2018 is looking very positive. 

• Virgin Atlantic – Met with Holly Best, Account Manager for Ireland and discussed some 

joint trade promotions in Northern Ireland to support their direct Orlando service during 

the Summer.  Awaiting some further details from Holly. 

• Aer Lingus – Met with Jenny Rafter, Head of Business Development and Ivan Beacom, 

Sales Manager.  They have 4 flights per week to MCO and are launching Miami direct in 

January with 3 flights per week.  Their leisure business to Florida is currently down.  



Spoke to them about a joint consumer ad campaign in Ireland in January 2018.  They 

have asked for further information. 

• Travelbag – Met with Kevin Coles, Sales Manager.  They are slightly up to Florida for 

2017 but are tracking down for St Pete/Clearwater.  They have moved to direct 

contracting for Orlando hotels and are finding this is helping their numbers.  They are 

looking at direct contracting now for St Pete/Clearwater.  Have offered assistance. 

• American Holidays – Met with Dee Burdock, Product Manager.  Florida is down for them 

and is tracking further down than bookings to the rest of the US.  St Pete/Clearwater is 

also tracking down.  Spoke to them about a possible joint consumer ad campaign in 

Ireland in conjunction with Aer Lingus and Tour America and they are awaiting a 

proposal from us. 

• Stena Line Travel Group, Sweden – Met with Jens Vincent Head of Product & 

Contracting.  They send approx 5000 pax per year to Orlando but he didn’t have specific 

information for our area.  They sell direct and through the trade with their office on 

Malmo.  We are arranging training for the Autumn and have sent through new imagery. 

• Bookabed – Met with Bev Fly, Commercial Director.  We worked with them earlier in 

the year on a small co-op which has proved successful as their room nights are up year on 

year.  They are bringing 15 of their agents of a fam to destination in September. 

• Barrhead – Met with jade Semple, Marketing Executive.  Spoke about our recent co-op.  

Their numbers to the US are approximately 10% down.  Have asked us to come in for 

training which is currently being scheduled. 

• BA Holidays – Met with Mark Tanner, Destination Manager.  BA are 28% up to our 

destination as of beginning of June with Orlando down 21%.  BA Holidays showed an 

8% growth during our campaign with Virgin Holidays.  They feel the increase in business 

to St Pete/Clearwater is partly down to the ability to now book multi-centres on line 

which is definitely benefitting us. 

• USAirtours - Met with Stewart Rushton.  Business to the US is 15-16% down with New 

York showing the biggest decrease, followed by Florida.  They feel that the Trump effect 

has had a big impact on business although high end are still travelling.  2018 is looking 

much more positive. 

• Premier Holidays – Met with Tim Greathead, Product Manager.  Their US business is 

down and Florida is slightly down.  They are seeing increased business to the Far East.  

Tim feels that exchange rate, Brexit, the UK political situation and Trump are all 

affecting business to the US. 

• Ocean Florida – Met with Lisa Barrington, Product Director.  Our destination is tracking 

about 4% down at the moment which is about in line with business overall to Florida.  

They cited the same factors mentioned by a number of other operators as affecting 

business.  However since we started working with them on co-op over the past 3 years, 

our room nights have substantially increased.  Spoke about marketing moving forward 

with a follow up meeting to be scheduled at WTM. 



• USA Rejser, Denmark – Met with Christian Willumsen, Product Manager.  Spoke about 

possible joint co-op to promote the Icelandair direct service to Tampa and awaiting a 

proposal from him. 

• Tour America – Met with Veronica Flood, Marketing Manager.  We ran a successful 

marketing campaign with them in February and their room nights are currently 10% up 

year on year.  They have proposed running a small campaign in September as this is a key 

booking month for them and we are awaiting a proposal from them.  They would also be 

interested in participating in our proposed Irish consumer campaign alongside Aer Lingus 

and American Holidays and we will forward them information as soon as we have it. 

• Virgin Holidays – Met with James Killick, Contracting Manager.  Florida is tracking 

approx 4% up but our destination is tracking 10% down.  Orlando is 6% up.  He feels our 

destination is down due to exchange rate, high accommodation rates and too many black 

out periods  but also feels Miami are promoting aggressively with regards rate and there 

is now so much to do in Orlando that customers are not travelling to the beach as much.  

Their average length of stay in Orlando is 13 nights on an average 14 night holiday. 

 

TRADE LIAISON - 

 

 

• Ocean Florida – We have now received the final results for the activity we ran in May, 

which included; deal of the week email, flash email, homepage banner, three social media 

posts, and content pieces on their website. 

 

• Homepage banner – 3785 sessions 

• Florida landing page – 4553 sessions 

• Flash email – distributed to 41,931, 12.75% open rate, 248 clicks, 4.64% CTR 

• Email – distributed to 119,685, 6.90% open rate, 374 clicks, 4.53% CTR 

• Social media post 1 – 2219 reach, 7 clicks 

• Social media post 2 – 1693 reach,  clicks 

• Social media post 3 –  2319 reach, 3 clicks 

• Room nights booked during the campaign – 140 room nights, flat versus last year. 

To date, they are currently 8% up for room nights (Jan – May) 2016 vs 2017. 

• Incentive – Ocean Florida have been running an agent incentive; from the 1st 

April whereby the agent receives £4 per night booked for the destination in market 

and £2 per night for other Florida beach destinations not in market. Results to 

follow. 

• Overall, 2017 is looking upwards and performing very well so far in comparison 

to 2016 and momentum is very important, so they have also included St. 

Pete/Clearwater on our Visit Florida paid page where they fund PPC traffic to this 

page and also send a monthly Florida email our destination will be featured. 

 

 

• Barrhead Travel – We have now received the final results for the campaign we ran in 

market in February and March, which was in partnership with Experience Kissimmee. 



The activity included; print, direct mailer, radio, e-shot, social media, blogs, and 

dedicated landing page. 

 

• Daily Mail full print advert - Circulation of this publication was 190,985 

• Direct mailer – Roll-Fold mailer was distributed to 2000 customers and additional 

direct mailer sent to 10,000 customers.  

• Radio – 46 slots of a 30 second advert broadcast on Heart Scotland for a duration 

of 2 weeks. The average listener would have heard the radio advert 3 times per 

day. Heart is the UK’s biggest commercial radio brand, Heart Scotland reaches 

411,000 adults who listen on average 5.7 hours a week. The core age demographic 

is 25-44 (160,290 weekly reach). Both social and sex demographics are very equal 

with it leaning very slightly towards ABC1 (51%) and female (56%). 

• E-shots - The database was segmented to ensure they targeted relevant customers. 

They were sent to 15,000 customers, with an18% open rate and 1.5% CTR. 148 

customers visited the landing page from the email. 

• St. Pete/Clearwater landing page – 837 page views, 396 desktop traffic, 274 

mobile, 175 tablet. 53 seconds average page view.  

• Joint St. Pete/Clearwater and Kissimmee landing page – 541 page views, 162 

desktop traffic, 273 mobile, 106 tablet. 

• Social – (Facebook, Twitter and blog) Overall 27,068 impressions created from 

Facebook with the best post receiving 11,068 reach. Overall 647 shares/likes etc. 

Twitter – 13,225 total impressions with 2866 organic impressions. 

91 customers visited the landing page from social activity. 

Blog – an average of 2,556 views and 1,474 unique users a month. 

• Room nights – 32 booked during the campaign. 

 

 

• Trailfinders – We have now received the final results for the campaign we ran during 

March, which included; e-newsletter, print for 5 publications and a landing page. 

 

• E-newsletter sent to their database of over 900,000 active clients in the UK and 

Ireland. This achieved an open rate of over 27% and a click through rate of 6%. 

This linked to a dedicated St. Pete/Clearwater landing page. 

• Landing page – Received 917 unique clicks directly from the e-shot. It was live on 

our website for a month and received 1513 total unique clicks throughout the 

campaign. 

• Print – Advert was featured in 5 publications (circulation below) 

▪ Daily Telegraph 486,571 

▪ The Times (Saturday) 439,619 

▪ The Sunday Times 783,433 

▪ Metro (on Monday) 896,845 

▪ Evening Standard (on Monday) 899,847 

• Room nights – 176 room nights booked during the campaign, with the majority of 

bookings made for Sheraton Sand Key. 

• Overall USA is tracking at -20% for 2017 travel. 955 room nights booked for St. 

Pete/Clearwater for 2017 travel which is -35% vly. Florida is tracking at -26% 

vly. 

 

 



• Travel Counsellors – Following on from our training day in Manchester, Samantha 

Spencer, Commercial Partnerships Executive, advised that they are due to launch their 

new online Travel Counsellors Coach system this month which will include a Florida 

section. Within this, agents will be able to access the webinars we recorded when we 

visited their office as well as the TCTV takeover filming for future reference. 

 

• American Holidays – Results from our recent campaign in partnership with American 

Holidays and Experience Kissimmee have now been received and are as follows: 

 

• The dedicated e-zine newsletter was sent out to a large segment of their main 

database including the main target of families.  19% opened the e-zine via their 

desktop and 81% opened this on a mobile device.  It was delivered to a total of 

49,275 consumers and had a 16% open rate (Total 7,703).  354 consumers clicked 

through to look at details of holidays to both our area and Kissimmee. 

• They featured numerous Facebook posts dedicated to our campaign and boosted 

these posts and made sure these were clickable through to the designated St. 

Pete/Clearwater based offers on the main website.  By boosting these posts, they 

were able to reach a wider audience to ensure maximum visibility.  Via this 

medium they reached over 4,000 users on Facebook (4,616 total with 6 likes, 

comments or shares and 21 click throughs to the offers page) 

• A total of 67 room nights were booked as a direct link to the campaign 

 

• TUI Specialist/Hayes & Jarvis – Approval of creative as part of the co-op marketing 

campaign in partnership with Hayes & Jarvis continues. 

 

 

• Feel Unique – As mentioned in last month’s report we are participating in a Consumer 

Brand Affinity campaign with www.feelunique.com and as such have secured 

TravelPlanners as our tour operator partner.  The campaign is due to launch in July and 

all assets have now been sent to the brand agency. We have received the landing page and 

web banner which have been approved, and the campaign will launch on the 3rd July. 

 

• USAirtours/TravelPlanners – Finalised all activity as part of the At Home with Lorraine 

Promotion in partnership with Experience Kissimmee that will be running until the end of 

July.  The staff incentive has now been finalised and the incentive will run for a period of 

2 months (June & July) with both USAirtours and TravelPlanners sales/reservations staff 

having the chance to win shopping vouchers based on sales of holidays with an overnight 

stay in our area. 

 

• Icelandair, Scandinavia – We have contacted the Sales Managers in Norway, Sweden 

and Denmark to discuss possible marketing campaigns in partnership with a Tour 

Operator for this fiscal year. We are awaiting proposals for consideration. 

Sigga has also agreed that they would like to support the events that we host in Norway, 

Sweden and Denmark during our Scandinavia sales mission in November with Visit 

Orlando and SeaWorld Parks. 

 

• Funway Holidays – Attended the recent Funway Holidays Travel Agent event in 

Reading which saw a total of 24 agents attend.  We had a chance to network with all of 

http://www.feelunique.com/


the agents which included independent and miniple travel agencies from the south of the 

UK.  We also provided information packs containing literature and giveaways. 

 

• British Airways/VSPC Sales Agent FAM – Preparations have started on the 

forthcoming FAM trip scheduled from Sunday 24th September for a total of 3 nights.  The 

invitation to our top selling tour operators in the UK & Ireland have now been sent to a 

total of 7 companies.  Accommodation has already been secured at The Tradewinds 

Resorts and work will commence on planning the itinerary in the coming weeks. 

 

• SeaWorld Parks – We have scheduled a meeting with Simon Parry for next month to 

discuss the forthcoming Mega Fam trip to Orlando and St. Pete/Clearwater in October. 

 

• Visit USA, Ireland – Gillian Young contacted us to advise that they would like to 

include St. Pete/Clearwater in their quarterly summer ezine, so we have provided her with 

information regarding the new hotel openings, along with our logo and images. 

 

• Discover America, Denmark – Ieva Zelca, Marketing Manager contacted us to advise 

that they are able to include partner updates in the next edition of their Discover America 

Denmark newsletter, so we have provided her with details of the new hotels, including 

Wyndham Grand Clearwater, Fenway and Hyatt Place. 

 

• Discover America Sweden/Norway – We have provided an update to Goran Von Arbin 

and Widar Jensen regarding the new hotel opening in St. Pete/Clearwater for inclusion on 

their website. 

 

• Scandinavia Tour Operators – We have reached out to some of our key partners 

including; Nordmann’s Rejser, USA Specialisten, USA Rejser, FDM, Swanson’s, 

Billetkontoret, Profil Rejser and Spies to request production numbers to St. 

Pete/Clearwater for 2017 travel and a product list. We have also sent copy and images to 

them for use on their website. 

 

 

 

ENQUIRIES: 

 

Telephone/website enquiries for information and/or literature  49 

 

 

MARKET INTELLIGENCE: 

 

1 June 2017, Source Travelbiz 

BA blames power surge for IT outage as passengers still wait for luggage five days later 

The IT shutdown which led to chaos for British Airways was caused by the "uncontrolled 

return of power" following an outage, the airline has said. Servers at its data centre Boadicea 

House, near Heathrow, were physically damaged by the malfunction. Around 75,000 

passengers were disrupted as flights were cancelled following the incident on Saturday 



morning. The carrier was unable to resume a full schedule until Tuesday and many 

passengers who had already checked in when the issue emerged are still waiting to be 

reunited with their luggage. BA was accused of greed after the GMB union suggested the 

issue could have been prevented if the airline had not cut "hundreds of dedicated and loyal" 

IT staff and contracted the work to India last year. The cause of the initial power outage and 

the subsequent surge has not yet been revealed. The airline said in a statement: "There was a 

loss of power to the UK data centre which was compounded by the uncontrolled return of 

power which caused a power surge taking out our IT systems. So we know what happened 

we just need to find out why. "It was not an IT failure and had nothing to do with outsourcing 

of IT, it was an electrical power supply which was interrupted. "We are undertaking an 

exhaustive investigation to find out the exact circumstances and most importantly ensure that 

this can never happen again." Experts predict BA is facing huge compensation costs, with 

reports suggesting the bill could top £100m (€115m). The airline said it will "comply with all 

of the relevant EU compensation regulations", including welfare claims such as hotel 

accommodation, transport to and from hotels, meals and telephone calls. It has added extra 

staff to its customer relations department to help process payments. All of the delayed bags 

have been processed at Heathrow and are on their way to customers around the world. The 

airline accepted that "it may take some time to complete the process", particularly for 

passengers on complex itineraries or in locations it does not serve every day. BA's parent 

company, IAG, saw shares initially fall by around 4% in the first day of trading in London 

after the outage occurred. On Saturday night, travellers spent the night sleeping on yoga mats 

spread on terminal floors after BA cancelled all flights leaving Heathrow and Gatwick. BA 

chief executive Alex Cruz said the outsourcing of jobs was not to blame for the 

"catastrophic" power failure. 

 

1 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

Election slows down holiday bookings 

The UK's general election on June 8 is having a negative effect on bookings, according to our 

latest Mole Poll. As the major political parties battle it out, we asked TravelMole readers if 

the upcoming election has slowed down sales, and the vast majority - 89% of you - said 'yes'. 

Best be prepared for a rush when the voting is done. 

 

1 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

UK lagging behind with growth in long-haul bookings 

Latest figures from ForwardKeys shows the UK is lagging behind other European markets 

when it comes to growth in long-haul outbound travel. But with the pound weakened against 

other currencies the UK is enjoying major growth in inbound travel. ForwardKeys, which 

predicts future patterns by analysing 16 million booking transactions a day, reports that 

global long-haul air travel bookings for June, July and August are 6.4% up on where they 

were at the same time last year. But a break-down shows that while the US and Germany are 

both more than 8% ahead, France is 5.4% ahead, Australia is 6.3% ahead and Canada is 2.6% 

ahead, the UK is only 0.1% up on last year. Meanwhile, the US is the major country where 

bookings for the summer are behind where they were last year, 3.5% behind. "By contrast, 



the UK, assisted by a collapse in the value of sterling following the vote to leave the EU, is 

ahead 18%," said ForwardKeys. "All the other major destinations are experiencing strong 

booking interest. Summer bookings for Italy are 6.8% ahead, for Spain 13% ahead, for 

France 7.3% ahead and for Thailand 3.2% ahead. "Looking at major destinations, which 

comprise 1.5% or more of the worldwide market, the hottest of all are Greece 21.8% ahead, 

Indonesia 17.4% ahead, Russia 16.7% ahead and Portugal 14.8% ahead." CEO Olivier Jager 

added: "Except for inbound travel to the US, we are currently looking at a good year for 

travel, with more people than ever being willing to fly long haul for their summer holidays." 

 

1 June 2017, Source ITTN 

Wow Air Announces €65 flights from Ireland to the USA 

To mark the airline’s fifth year in business, Wow Air is offering flights from Ireland to the 

USA from €65 one way, including taxes and charges, from today (Thursday 1st June) for 

travel throughout June. The offer is available on flights from Dublin Airport and Cork 

Airport, via Reykjavik, to Los Angeles, Miami, San Francisco, New York, Pittsburgh, 

Montreal, and Toronto. Founded in 2011 by Icelandic entrepreneur Skúli Mogensen, Wow 

Air now connects 32 destinations across Europe and the USA with the Icelandic capital, 

Reykjavik. The airline became the first to operate direct scheduled flights between Ireland 

and Iceland when it began operating the service in June 2015. It now connects Ireland to 10 

US destinations via Reykjavik. Wow Air flies Dublin to Reykjavik five times weekly, 

increasing to daily in peak summer times, and Cork to Reykjavik three times a week, 

increasing to four flights a week during peak summer times. Flights connect passengers to 10 

North America destinations via Reykjavik including New York, Boston, Washington DC, 

Toronto, Montreal, Miami, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, with routes to Chicago and 

Pittsburgh starting in summer 2017. Skúli Mogensen, Chief Executive, said: “We are really 

excited to celebrate our fifth anniversary this year. We are delighted to share our great 

success with our Irish passengers by offering the best prices ever seen for travel across the 

Atlantic. This is a great opportunity to take a weekend break or tick a bucket list destination 

off the list. “Since launching almost two years ago, we are pleased with the success of our 

Irish routes with many Irish passengers visiting Iceland and connecting to the USA through 

Reykjavik. Equally, Dublin and Cork have also become popular destinations for the Icelandic 

people, with many taking weekend breaks in Ireland.” 

 

1 June 2017, Source Travel Newsgram 

WASHINGTON DC SET TO HOST INTERNATIONAL POW WOW 2017 FROM 

JUNE 3-7 

Washington, DC: This year the 49th annual International Pow Wow (IPW) 2017 is being held 

in Washington, DC from June 3-7, 2017. Destinations and travel businesses across America 

are uniting to send a message of welcome to international visitors. Recent developments 

(executive orders on travel and immigration, the “laptop bans” on certain flights to the U.S., 

proposed “enhanced vetting” measures for visa applicant) have fuelled some negative 

perceptions of the U.S. around the world—but the American travel industry is working to 



counter those with one word: “welcome.” From Hawaii to the east coast, destinations and 

travel businesses are putting forth inspired, original messages that reflect their community’s 

personality and extend a warm welcome to potential international visitors worldwide. New 

York City, San Francisco, Wyoming, Seattle, Los Angeles and others have started an 

industry-wide movement to create a chorus of voices saying “welcome, we want you to 

visit.” These messages will all come together at the U.S. Travel Association’s 49th annual 

IPW June 3-7, 2017 in Washington, D.C. This year’s IPW will welcome more than a 

thousand international travel buyers and journalists from over 70 countries, all there to learn 

more about everything the U.S. has to offer visitors. Together with premier partner Brand 

USA, US Travel Association will let all of international guests know that they are valued, and 

that America is open for business. Warmly welcoming international travellers is more than 

just good hospitality—it’s good business. Nearly 77 million international visitors came to the 

U.S. last year, making international travel our No. 1 service export and No. 2 export overall. 

Without travel, the country’s $500 trade deficit would be 17 percent larger, and one in nine 

American jobs would be threatened. The purpose of IPW is and has always been to “bring the 

world to America.” Never has that motto been more important. U.S. 

 

2 June 2017, Source Travelbiz 

British Airways outage caused by contractor 

Investigation into the power outage is likely to focus on human error. A contractor doing 

maintenance work at a British Airways data centre inadvertently switched off the power 

supply, knocking out the airline’s computer systems and leaving 75,000 people stranded last 

weekend, the Times newspaper reported on Friday. Quoting a BA source, the newspaper said 

the power supply unit that sparked the IT failure was working perfectly but was accidentally 

shut down by a worker. An investigation into the power outage is likely to focus on human 

error rather than any equipment failure, it said. BA had to cancel all flights from London’s 

Heathrow and Gatwick airports last Saturday. It blamed a power surge that knocked out its 

computer system, disrupting flight operations, call centres and its website. 

 

2 June 2017, Source Travelbiz 

Virgin increasing Northern Ireland to Orlando flights 

Virgin Atlantic says it is trebling the number of seats on its seasonal Belfast to Orlando route. 

The airline flies direct from Belfast International Airport from March to September. Next 

summer it will fly out of Northern Ireland on Mondays, running from March 26 to September 

4. And it's adding additional flights on Friday during June and July. Uel Hoey, business 

development director at Belfast International Airport, said: "We are thrilled to announce this 

extensive growth in Virgin's Florida programme from Belfast for Summer 2018, the only 

direct flights offering the iconic Virgin product from the island of Ireland. "We are also 

pleased that Virgin, in partnership with Delta, have grasped the clear opportunity to capitalise 

upon the strong established family market from Northern Ireland to Florida recently 

abandoned by United Airlines. "We are confident that good value in the exchange rate and 

the convenience and uncongested experience of using Belfast International Airport as a 



departure point will prove increasingly popular next year for passengers right across the north 

of the island of Ireland." And Richard Myerscough, senior vice president of sales and 

distribution at Virgin Atlantic, said: "Since launching our first flight from Northern Ireland 

two years ago our services have gone from strength to strength - so I'm really pleased to 

announce that 2018 will be our biggest ever season from Belfast International Airport. 

"We've always received a really warm welcome from Northern Ireland, and the additional 

flights will allow even more customers to fly direct to the sunshine state with Virgin 

Atlantic." 

 

5 June 2007, Source Travel Trade Outbound 

Pow-wow under pressure in Washington 

When United States largest travel show for professionals, International Pow Wow (IPW) this 

weekend opens in Washington DC, it’s not with the usual American optimism. Because IPW 

and the US tourism industry, is challenged and under pressure. This is due to three reasons: 

Travel Ban and a rising unpopular American president. Proposal to limit support to Brand 

USA, the United States first joint tourist organization. A possible ban on bringing electronic 

effects, laptops, on flights between Europe and the United States, and perhaps from Asia and 

Australia New Zealand. Swedish Travel agency Ticket have since Donald Trump entered the 

White House in Washington had a falling bookings to the United States by 13 percent. Two 

other Swedish travel companies, Resia and Swanson’s have experienced similar fall,” writes 

the Swedish travel magazine Vagabond. Before Donald Trump was elected to the US 

President, no one unselected the United States as a destination because of its policy. This 

year, 3 percent of travellers say they will not choose to travel to the United States on vacation 

because of the political regime, according to Swedish Resebarometern. However, there are 

also positive news for the United States. TUR, Norway, launches four new destinations to the 

United States: Los Angeles, San Francisco, Las Vegas and Boston. President Trump wants to 

eliminate Brand USA. President Trump’s federal budget document has no room for Brand 

USA and tourism. In his new budget, President Trump will take the money from Brand USA. 

USA’s first tourist organization. In response to this dramatic development, U.S. Travel 

Association President and CEO Roger Dow has issued the following statement: “With all 

that’s going on in the world, unilaterally disarming the marketing of the U.S. as a travel 

destination would be to surrender market share at the worst possible time. The creation of 

Brand USA was a bipartisan effort led by Republicans that passed both chambers by 

overwhelming majorities. The agency was responsible for adding $8.9 billion to the U.S. 

economy last year, according to the firm Oxford Economics—a 28-to-1 return on investment. 

Brand USA isn’t funded with a dime of taxpayer money, reduced the deficit by $50 million, 

and by the OMB’s own accounting eliminating it would put the federal budget further in the 

red. With international visitation being the country’s No. 2 export supporting 15 million 

American jobs, we’re struggling to understand how cutting Brand USA squares with this 

administration’s stated priorities,” says Roger Dow. The head of the Department of 

Homeland Security is considering expanding the U.S. ban on laptops and larger electronics 

from carry-on bags in all international flights. It will cost a lot of money because Business 

Travelers pay full fair, stay at expensive hotels and fly Business Class. “All eyes are on 

Washington this year, and many like to visit the city. So it’s exciting that IPW (International 



Pow Wow) for the first time ever is coming to the capital. IPW is above last year’s figures. 

Washington is the big attraction,” says Michael Martin, Manager International Marketing, 

IPW, Washington. IPW is the largest travel trade show for professionals in the United States. 

It changes in a new city every year. Last year it was New Orleans. Next year it is Denver. 

“Washington is much more than the government centre with exciting museums and 

attractions, restaurants, hotels, shopping and an easy city to get around in. The budget for 

IPW in Washington is on about five million. US Dollars. Participants are expected from 78 

countries, with more exhibitors, buyers and media than last year, when there were about 

6,300. Greater participation at IPW is South Africa, Brazil, Columbia and China. We expect 

about 50-60 participants from travel agents and media in Scandinavia. Last year, mostly from 

Denmark with about 30 participants. Also this year, we expect that Denmark comes with 

most participants from Scandinavia,” says Michael Martin. Before IPW Washington is 

working with the National Park Service and the Smithsonian National Air and Space 

Museum to hold a spectacular indoor/outdoor Opening Ceremony Sunday, June 4. The Press 

Brunch, also on June 4, will be at the Newseum, giving hundreds of international journalists 

exclusive access to the museum dedicated to freedom of speech. The Closing Ceremony will 

be held at Nationals Park on June 7, incorporating America’s favourite pastime into a 

memorable finale. 

 

5 June 2017, Source Travel Trade Outbound 

USA losing tourists 

USA technology company Foursquare claims, that U.S. tourism is in dramatic decline, losing 

16 percent market share of international tourist arrivals from November 2016 to March 2017. 

Foursquare is a USA technology company that uses location intelligence to build meaningful 

consumer experiences and business solutions. The decline, according to a Foursquare 

analysis, actually began in October — when it looked like Hillary Clinton would be the next 

president and not Donald Trump — as U.S. market share in international tourism dipped 6 

percent year over year that month. Data show that during this time, other countries’ share of 

international tourism has been increasing as the U.S.’ has declined. Official U.S. government 

data on international tourist arrivals hasn’t been updated since August 2016. But Foursquare 

said its own data show foreign visitation has thinned out so far this year before and after 

President Donald Trump took office in January. Foursquare earlier found that visits to U.S 

Trump-branded properties were down last year. But Skift Daily, US News mail for tourism, 

are not ready to take Foursquare’s analysis at face value. Foursquare’s data contradicts 

reporting from most booking sites, hotels, travel associations and city and state destinations 

in the U.S. Although many brands haven’t reported any negative impact so far in overseas 

visitors, they are also worried. Official government data for January, February and March 

show international visitor spending in the U.S. is at a record high, although these numbers 

data don’t include retail spending, which Foursquare says is likewise under pressure. Some 

booking sites such as Kayak, Expedia and Hopper have said bookings from some markets 

such as the Middle East have been down for the past few months compared with a year ago. 

Visit Florida, for example, estimates that the state’s international arrivals were down 2.6 

percent overall for 2016. California’s overseas arrivals were up 2.2 percent year-to-date as of 

August 2016 (the most recent month data is available) but its European arrivals were down -



2.7 percent for the same period and its Mexican arrivals declined 2.1 percent. Foursquare 

points out that California, and in particular Los Angeles and San Diego, was most impacted 

by the decrease in international travellers.  Last month, Discover Los Angeles launched 

its “Everyone is Welcome” marketing campaign to help reinforce its message that the city 

welcomes international travellers. A strong U.S. dollar, coupled with the U.S. political 

climate, all play into factors impacting U.S. tourism. International travellers make up 10.7 

percent of all visits to leisure locations that Foursquare tracks. “This means that the drop in 

international tourism to the U.S. is resulting in an opportunity cost of about 1.2 percent in 

total visits to U.S. shops, restaurants, attractions and the like,” the company wrote in a blog 

post. “And it’s a fair bet that international shoppers spend more than the average domestic 

shopper. Official U.S. government data for full 2016 won’t be available for several months 

— and also won’t capture the U.S. tourism climate so far in 2017. Travel data firm 

ForwardKeys, however, found that bookings for U.S.’ international arrivals were down one 

percent for January to April 2017 and already down four percent year-over-year for May to 

August 2017 as of May 1. The travel bans are on hold for now, but the U.S.´s travel and 

hospitality industries could be facing a rough future ahead. A new report from the Global 

Business Travel Association (GBTA) projects a loss of over $1.3 billion in overall travel-

related expenditures in the United States this year, including hotels, food, rental cars and 

shopping expenses that inbound travellers would have spent. That includes $250 million lost 

in spending from inbound business travellers from Europe and the Middle East. 

 

6 June 2017, Source Travel Weekly 

Five senior dnata executives to join If Only 

Five key directors and managers have quit Travel 2/Gold Medal to join trade only luxury 

operator If Only. Managing director Andy Freeth, sales and marketing director Gordon 

McCreadie, product and commercial director Matt Appleby, head of sales Tracy Hirsz and 

business manager for Travel 2 David Irving, all left the dnata-owned long-haul brands on 

Monday. All five are joining If Only, which, like Travel 2, is based in Glasgow, and are on 

varying periods of gardening leave before they can assume their new roles. Freeth will 

become chief executive of If Only in December 2017, while the other four will start in 

September. The 100% trade-focused operator is planning to increase its sales three-fold with 

the new team on board. Divisional senior vice president of dnata Travel Services Iain Andrew 

confirmed the departures, saying the five were “leaving to pursue other options”. He 

confirmed:  “We are in the process of appointing their replacements. Paul Smith, our Finance 

Director B2B Europe, will act as CEO in the interim.” Iain Andrew added: “Our team 

remains committed to providing our customers the excellent service levels they are 

accustomed to receiving. “dnata Travel’s B2B division has built a strong and healthy 

foundation over the years to offer an almost unmatched depth and breadth of products and 

expertise.” Iain Andrew confirmed agent partners remained a priority for the business, 

saying: “We will continue to invest in developing our trade business in the UK, as we move 

into the next exciting stage of our evolution.” If Only founder and managing director Brendan 

Maguire meanwhile said his new appointments were being made to support an ambitious 

expansion plan. For the year to March 2017, If Only’s turnover, was £25 million. It has an 

Atol licence for just under 8,000. Maguire, who will become chairman in the shake-up, 



confirmed he had taken on no external investment to fuel the expansion plans, which include 

moving into new destinations and sectors. Maguire said If Only has traditionally only offered 

only eastern long-haul destinations like the Far East and Arabia, but the “tremendously 

successful”  launch into Australasia last autumn had given him the confidence to now “look 

west to  the Caribbean, North America, Canada and South America”. He is also looking to 

grow If Only’s cruise and private touring business. Maguire said: “Following the sustained 

growth in our established destinations, the successful launch of our Australasia programme 

last year and repeated requests from agents to expand our portfolio into other parts of the 

world, we decided this is the right time to expand, while still retaining If Only’s core values 

of quality service, in-depth product knowledge and competitive pricing. “I’m delighted to 

bring in the new recruits to join our already well-established team. With Andy’s passion for 

supporting agents and his renowned industry experience, I can’t think of a more capable CEO 

to make all this happen.” He confirmed that his current six on the road business development 

managers would now report into sales and marketing director McCreadie. Appleby will 

become product and commercial director, Hirsz will become business development director 

and Irving will become head of specialist businesses. 

 

6 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

Visit Florida budget cut vetoed by governor 

Florida's governor Rick Scott has blocked a move to slash the state's tourism funding and 

instead proposed a new budget of $76 million. Scott vetoed the part of Florida's overall 

budget, approved by the state's legislature last month, that would have cut the tourism 

marketing group's funding by 67% to just $25 million. He has now called a special session 

with legislators to discuss other changes to the budget. Scott said 'there needs to be legislation 

that allows us to market our state for tourism and grow jobs'. The tourism body has been 

under fire since last year following the revelation that it had paid rapper Pitbull $1 million to 

promote the state, which led to the resignation of Visit Florida's CEO in January. "This 

special session will secure Florida's place as the premier tourist destination in America while 

ensuring that Visit Florida is completely open, accountable and transparent to the taxpayer," 

Scott said. The session is scheduled to start tomorrow and is due to last until Friday. 

 

7 June 2017, Source Travelbiz 

US visitor numbers continue to rise, despite Trump travel bans 

Visitor numbers to the US were up 4% year on year in April, surprising those who thought 

tourists would be deterred by President Donald Trump's attempted travel bans. However, 

numbers from the UK are down 6% over the last year and CEO of the US Travel Association 

Roger Dow has admitted that brand America is 'in trouble'. Nevertheless, Dow said he was 

surprised by the overall rise in visitor numbers in April. Given that visitors to the US usually 

start planning their trips 57 days in advance, it had been thought that the Trump's first 

executive order banning travel from several Muslim countries, which was issued in January, 

would have had an impact on numbers by April. Speaking at IPW 2017 in Washington, Dow 

added: "There have been many claims that the administration's actions on travel have 



tarnished America's brand abroad, but we're seeing hard economic evidence of the US travel 

sector's remarkable resilience." However, he said the industry could not afford to be 

complacent, despite the fact that the executive order, and a subsequent travel ban, have been 

overturned. "Even though we're encouraged by these strong figures, we'll continue to urge the 

administration to more publicly send the message that while the US is closed to terror, it 

remains open for business," he added. "We should not take it for granted that this trend will 

sustain, and the 15.3 million American jobs that depend on travel are not worth putting at 

risk. A simple and clear welcome message will go a long way in that regard." Trump's first 

travel ban was overturned by the US courts, which have also put a second ban on hold. 

 

8 June 2017, Source Travelbiz 

It's cheaper to take the family to Thailand, Bali or Orlando this summer than to Spain 

If you haven’t yet booked your family’s summer holiday, it’s not too late. But here’s a 

surprise: a family holiday to Orlando, Thailand or Bali costs less than a trip with the kids to 

Menorca or Ibiza, new research has shown. When taking into account flights, hotels of a 

similar standard, car hire and meals out, these three popular long-haul destinations are all 

cheaper than the two Balearic islands, according to the price comparison website 

TravelSupermarket. A family of four will save around £800 by opting for Phuket rather than 

Menorca – or £1,240 if they pick Florida over Ibiza. “People may think that their holiday 

budget can only stretch to the Med, that they can’t afford long-haul, and that holidays are 

going to be more expensive this year due to volatile exchange rates,” explains Emma 

Coulthurst, a travel expert for TravelSupermarket. “But the reality is holiday package prices 

are lower this year in some locations and there are bargains to be grabbed, which provide the 

opportunity to experience long-haul for less.” Bali and Orlando, in particular, have shown the 

biggest year-on-year price drops, according to TravelSupermarket, with holidays, on average, 

16 per cent cheaper to Bali, and 11 per cent cheaper to Orlando, than they were in 2016. 

Although the pound’s value against the dollar has fallen since the Brexit referendum, eating 

out, as well as car hire and petrol, remain good value in Florida, Ms Coulthurst adds. Some of 

the best deals are to be found from airports outside the capital. A typical holiday to Orlando, 

for example, flying from Manchester Airport, costs £276 - or 13 per cent - less than a similar 

trip to Ibiza. Travelsupermarket uncovered an August 15 departure for £574 per person, 

staying for a fortnight in a three-star hotel. A similar break to Ibiza, leaving on the same day, 

for the length of time, and also in a three-star hotel, costs £776 per person. Orlando will be 

steamier: in July and August, temperatures can top 33C, and some rainfall is likely. However, 

for families keen on child-focused activities, it’s hard to rival Orlando’s theme parks. Perhaps 

the biggest catch is the flight time. While you'll reach Ibiza or Menorca in two-and-a-half 

hours, you'll need nine hours to get to Orlando. So it seems that British holidaymakers are 

missing a trick. “We see most search for the Canaries, Majorca, the Algarve and the Balearics 

and Spanish mainland for the summer,” says Ms Coulthurst. “However, it is definitely worth 

comparing and contrasting what you can get in long-haul destinations and short haul 

destinations for the same dates, to ensure you get the most value from your holiday money 

and choose the best holiday for you”. 

 



9 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

UK election uncertainty will hurt bookings, warns Deloitte expert 

The election result is 'not the greatest news' for the travel industry, according to industry 

expert Graham Pickett. Speaking to TravelMole as he stepped off a plane after a trip to the 

US, Deloitte's lead partner for travel, hospitality and leisure said a hung parliament creates a 

'load more uncertainty' in an already uncertain climate. "I get the impression from some of 

the big players that bookings in general haven't been great around the lead-up to the election 

and I think that will continue for longer now until things have settled down," said Pickett, 

who is a regular speaker at travel industry events. "I also think some of our European 

neighbours will look at this and think they've got a stronger hand, as whoever will take over 

the Brexit negotiations clearly won't have a clear majority mandate." But he said his bigger 

concern was the impact on the pound, which has fallen by around 2% against major 

currencies. "We've seen sterling dip again against the dollar and the euro and it's not been in 

great shape since Brexit anyway. Your outbound traveller is going to find it even more 

expensive. I've certainly noticed that on my trip this week." Decisions on Heathrow's third 

runway and the High Speed 2 rail link will also face further delays, he added. The only 

possible winners, according to Pickett, are domestic players who might benefit from a rise in 

the number of Brits deciding to holiday closer to home this summer. Pickett has been a 

partner at Deloitte nearly 25 years and is vice chairman of the UK firm, a member of the UK 

Aviation Club, and actively involved with industry regulation, working regularly with the 

CAA, ABTA and other organisations. ABTA director of public affairs Alan Wardle said 

whatever the outcome of the next few days, it would continue to put pressure on the new 

government over industry issues such as Brexit and prompt action on fake holiday sickness 

claims. "Following yesterday's vote, the exact picture is still unclear with no party having a 

majority," he said. "Theresa May took a gamble by calling the election and things haven't 

played out how she wanted them to. While it looks like she will remain Prime Minister for 

now, how the Brexit negotiations play out is unknown. "Whoever comes into power, we will 

have contacted them via our #valuetourism campaign to highlight the importance of tourism 

to jobs and the economy. During the campaign, ABTA contacted over 2,000 electoral 

candidates from across all the parties to ensure that they understand the issues we would like 

to see prioritised in the new Parliament." 

 

9 June 2017, Source Skift 

Visit Florida’s $76 Million Budget Gets Legislative Approval After 4-Month Battle 

At long last, Florida’s tourism industry knows its fate. While Visit Florida will have enough 

funding to keep the lights on in the coming year, it faces a litany of new procedures and 

restrictions that will likely send reverberations to other state capitals across the U.S. Visit 

Florida will survive another year to market the state’s destinations, from the Florida 

panhandle to Key West, after one of the most high-profile destination marketing funding 

battles in recent memory came to close on Friday. The Florida Legislature approved on 

Friday afternoon a $76 million budget for Visit Florida’s for fiscal 2018 after a three-day 

special session in the Florida House and Senate. That funding level is the same as fiscal 2017, 

although the governor had initially proposed a $100 million budget. The special session 



followed a four-month long battle — which at one point involved a proposal to fund Florida’s 

statewide tourism board at $25 million — that had the most visited U.S. state’s tourism 

industry on edge. Some state politicians said funding cuts would have put thousands of state 

jobs at risk and, if funding cuts had been approved, would have taken Florida from having the 

second-highest tourism budget in the U.S. to the seventh highest. The debate grew out of 

Miami rapper Pitbull’s controversial $1 million contract with Visit Florida last year, and 

criticism that the organization operated with a lack of transparency. Some of those 

transparency concerns have been addressed. For example, any contract worth $750,000 or 

more is subject to review by the Florida legislature. Governor Rick Scott had originally called 

for a $100 million budget for Visit Florida earlier this year. But after some horse-trading, 

Florida House speaker Richard Corcoran, Senate president Joe Negron and the governor 

announced June 2 that they’d agreed on a $76 million budget. The bill, like its original 

version in the regular session, now heads to the governor’s desk for a signature. The bill is set 

to take effect on July 1 and Peter Schorsch, the publisher of news site FloridaPolitics.com, 

said that the governor is expected to sign the bill before the July 1 deadline “but not 

immediately.” Unlike last month when the fate of Visit Florida also rested in Scott’s hands, 

the governor made an appearance in both the House and Senate chambers on Friday to show 

his support and was present to applaud when both chambers’ bills, and the final bill, passed. 

So, this time the governor seems on board with the Florida House and Senate’s decision to 

fund Visit Florida at $76 million — which is how much funding it received this year. But 

there are some hefty caveats that come with that pot of gold. Namely, Visit Florida’s funding 

is tied to a one-to-one match of all public and private contributions it receives and all 

contracts worth $750,000 or more are subject to approval by the Florida legislature. “Visit 

Florida themselves conceded that they’ve had some concerns about accountability in their 

case,” said Florida state representative Paul Renner on the House floor on Thursday. Visit 

Florida CEO Ken Lawson, who was appointed in January, issued a statement this afternoon 

that called the special session’s results a “huge win” for Visit Florida and thanked the 

governor for his support. “Over the past few months, the Governor has travelled the state 

discussing the importance of tourism, and because of his efforts and those of our entire 

industry, we will be able to continue to attract record numbers of visitors to our state,” said 

Lawson, in a statement. “Today’s victory will allow us to continue working with our industry 

partners to market Florida as a global destination and help us reach our goal of 120 million 

visitors,” he said. Florida State Senator Jack Latvala, who sponsored the Senate’s version of 

the bill, said the bill includes an important provision that was left out of the original bill 

which allows tourism boards across the state “to still be in the game in the local 

communities.” “One of the objections I had to the House bill from the first day that we 

received it was the fact that it precluded the ability of local tourism development councils and 

local tourism agencies who derive their revenue from bed taxes collected in accommodations 

from tourists,” said Latvala on the Senate floor on Friday. “This precluded those from being 

matched in the expenditures of Visit Florida,” he said. Visit Florida is set up now in the bill 

as having every dollar has to be matched before it can be spent. This will once again allow 

local tourist development councils to have their funds matched and this will open up a very 

important source of money for Visit Florida and especially in smaller and medium sized 

communities.” While Visit Florida and the state’s entire tourism industry is likely breathing 

much easier after its funding escaped the chopping block, it still has its work cut out for it in 



the year ahead with new procedures to follow and more potential challenges to its funding in 

coming years. 

 

12 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

Over half of Brits will holiday in UK for summer 2017 

The UK is Britons' top holiday destination this summer, according to Travelodge, but 

holidaymakers wills spend less on their staycation break this year. The hotel group's annual 

holiday index repots 55% of British adults will holiday in Great Britain this summer. The 

figure is slightly less than last year's figure of 58%, and average spend is down by £130, at 

£599.80. Topping the holiday location hot spots are: Cornwall, Devon, North Wales, 

Blackpool and the Isle of Wight. Over half (55%) of Britons surveyed reported that they are 

holidaying at home this year because it is too expensive to go abroad and a staycation break 

offers better value for money. The report was compiled from a survey of 3,000 British adults. 

 

14 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

BA slammed for plans to outsource calls centre jobs 

British Airways is planning to shift more than 1,000 jobs from calls centres in Newcastle and 

Manchester to external company Capita. The proposal has been branded as 'short-sighted' by 

the GMB Union, which has blamed BA's recent IT fiasco on the outsourcing of airline roles. 

British Airways stressed no 'decision has~been made' regarding further outsourcing, but it 

admitted that it was reviewing its operations at call centres. A spokeswoman added: "To 

ensure we can offer the highest standards of service to customers, taking advantage of the 

latest developments in technology, we are conducting a review of our global call centre 

operations. "As part of this review we are talking with Capita about the services they provide. 

"We are looking for the best option for our customers. No decision has been made." The 

GMB, which has called for input into an independent inquiry into the cause of the recent BA 

power failure, which grounded flights worldwide and caused cancellations and long delays 

for 75,000 passengers, wants a moratorium on any further plans by BA or its parent IAG to 

outsource any more IT jobs. GMB national officer for aviation Mick Rix said: "IAG BA 

appears to have learnt nothing from the stranding of 75,000 passengers and seems hell-bent 

on shedding hundreds of quality jobs with this short-sighted proposal to outsource BA call 

centres in the North of England. "British Airways seems to want to become a virtual reality 

airline, with no employment responsibility and this plan further degrades the value of work 

and what work means to staff and passengers alike. "Despite record profits, this is the latest 

penny wise and pound foolish plan from IAG BA and is consistent with those that led to the 

IT meltdown. "Hard working, loyal and dedicated GMB members are to be rewarded with the 

outsourcing of their jobs to the lowest price bidder. "BA is not a start-up company - it makes 

good profits. It's time they treated work and their workforce with respect." BA parent IAG 

will hold a shareholders meeting in Madrid tomorrow. 

 



15 June 2017, Source Travel Newsgram 

FOR THE RECORD: BRAND USA IS AN INVESTMENT WORTH PROTECTING 

Washington: Brand USA, America’s tourism marketing office, greatly benefits our economy 

and enjoys broad bipartisan support. America’s travel community can name several reasons 

why it’s worth keeping. President Trump’s budget proposes eliminating Brand USA, the 

agency charged with marketing the U.S. internationally as a travel destination. That would be 

ill-advised. Brand USA brings millions of additional visitors to the U.S., and adds billions to 

the economy. It’s a public-private partnership that uses zero taxpayer dollars—and the 

president has previously voiced strong support for that kind of funding structure. Brand USA 

was created through a bipartisan effort led by Republicans, passing both chambers of 

Congress with overwhelming majorities. Both Commerce Secretary Ross and OMB Director 

Mulvaney have previously affirmed its value. The travel industry is perplexed that the Trump 

administration would want to eliminate Brand USA, a program that delivers enormous return 

on investment and squares directly with their stated economic priorities. Furthermore, 

supporting Brand USA is an easy way for the administration to reinforce a needed message of 

welcome to international visitors in the midst of heightened security measures. Brand USA’s 

international marketing efforts pay off in a major way. Over the past four years, according to 

an independent analysis by Oxford Economics, Brand USA brought 4.4 million additional 

visitors in to the U.S., who spent $14.6 billion during their trips, generating nearly $3.9 

billion in federal and state/local tax revenues and $31.8 billion in total economic impact. The 

bottom line, though? Jobs. Last year, the international travellers attracted by Brand USA 

marketing supported 59,500 American jobs—and have supported an average of 50,900 jobs 

annually since its inception in 2010. That’s no small percentage of the 1.2 million domestic 

jobs supported each year by international travel. As previously mentioned, Brand USA is a 

public-private partnership—but one that doesn’t require a dime of taxpayer money. Their 

work is supported by a combination of revenue collected from a small fee paid by 

international travellers applying to the U.S. Visa Waiver Program, and matching funds from 

over 700 partner organizations, including destinations, travel businesses and other private 

sector companies. 

 

16 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

Hyatt threatens to come off Expedia 

Hyatt Hotels is reportedly getting tough with OTA group Expedia Inc by threatening to pull 

its entire inventory off the platform. In a move to negotiate a better deal, Hyatt told hotel 

owners it is mulling terminating its distribution agreement by the end of July. That would 

affect listings on all Expedia sites including Hotels.com, Travelocity and Orbitz. "Hyatt is in 

constant dialogue with Expedia and all our OTA partners around the world, but we will not 

get in to the details of those discussions. Our focus remains on growing the value proposition 

for booking directly with Hyatt so we can build strong relationships with our guests, as well 

as working with third-party distributors in line with our efforts to improve hotel profitability," 

Hyatt said. The company has rolled out special member rates for customers who book direct. 

Expedia also declined to give any specifics but touted its value to the hotel chain. "Expedia 

stands by the value that we provide to our several hundred thousand hotel partners, which 



includes a global base of brand agnostic, incremental customers - less than .05% of our 

regular customers book the same hotel brand consistently. Like all of our partners, we value 

our relationship with Hyatt Hotels, but we can't comment on contract specifics," it said. 

 

16 June 2017, Source TravelMole 

Key appointments at Gold Medal and Travel 2 

Gold Medal and Travel 2 has promoted Colin Currie to head of sales B2B, Gold Medal and 

Travel 2. Previously the senior key account manager, Currie will head up sales across both 

brands nationwide and lead an eight-strong team of key account managers. Meanwhile, Karen 

Fletcher, formerly wholesale and Gold Medal agency sales manager, has been promoted to 

head of trade support for both brands and will oversee all sales support operations across the 

Preston and Glasgow offices. The appointments come after If Only poached five members of 

Travel 2 and Gold Medal's management team, including managing director Andy Freeth. 

Freeth will join If Only as chief executive in December while in early September, Matt 

Appleby, Gordon McCreadie, Tracy Docherty and David Irving will join the rival business. 

They are all currently on gardening leave. Appleby was Travel 2 director of product and 

commercial, McCreadie was sales and marketing director, Doherty head of sales, and Irving 

business manager. All four will take up similar roles at If Only. Paul Smith, the recently 

appointed interim CEO for Gold Medal and Travel 2, said: "Recruiting from within has 

always been key for our business and I am excited to be able to confirm two significant 

promotions to the senior sales team, maximising the existing talent of the Gold Medal and 

Travel 2 families. "Both Colin and Karen have worked with the business for many years and 

I'm confident that their raft of knowledge and experience will be invaluable in their new 

roles. "Both brands are performing incredibly well and we all look forward to continuing to 

drive these businesses forwards to deliver more for our travel agent partners." Smith said he 

plans to make further senior sales team appointments over the coming weeks. 

 

16 June 2017, Source Travel Weekly 

Tui completes sale of Travelopia for €369 million 

The sale of Travelopia from Tui AG to KKR - for €369 million - has been completed. 

Travelopia’s portfolio of 53 brands covers sailing adventures, tailor-made holidays, sports 

tours, school expeditions, private jet travel and polar expedition cruises. It has an 

international customer base of more than 800,000 travellers each year, and serves more than 

70 destinations globally. Will Waggott, chief executive of Travelopia, said: “KKR’s 

experience in the sector, global reach and digital expertise make it the perfect partner for 

Travelopia as we continue to grow. “We look forward to working closely with the KKR team 

to continue to develop the business and our customer offer.” All regulatory approvals 

required have been granted by the relevant authorities. Tui said in a statement that it 

"consistently continues its transformation to an integrated tourism group with main focus on 

hotel and cruise businesses". Travelopia was previously part of Specialist Group. It had been 

managed as an independent unit since the merger of Tui AG and Tui Travel PLC at the end of 

2014. 



 

16 June 2017, Source Travolution 

Cook reports 113% increase in mobile bookings 

A 113% rise in people using mobiles on thomascook.com to search for holidays between 

May 2014 and April this year has been unveiled by the operator. Tablets and smartphones 

dominate searches whereas desktop and laptop are the preferred choice for actually making a 

booking. Thomas Cook’s newly published 2017 Holiday Report highlights the rise in people 

using their mobiles to search for holidays as a growing trend. On average, holidaymakers will 

visit thomascook.com 11 times before completing their booking. Time spent searching for 

holidays slowly gives way to time spent booking them and transactions overtake searches 

around 5pm, before peaking between 8-10pm. “That is not to say high street travel agencies 

are a thing of the past,” the report says. “When asked, 43% of customers said they use shops 

for research and 60% said they are one of their preferred means of booking.” A shift away 

from Spain back to eastern Mediterranean hotspots of Greece and Turkey tops 2018 booking 

trends identified by Thomas Cook. Santorini is the surprise entry into the top ten destinations 

for next summer, according to the operator. Long haul destination of Orlando and Cancun in 

Mexico top the early booking list for 2018. Larnaca and Paphos in Cyprus both make the top 

ten, driven by those planning weddings. Dalaman and Anatalya in Turkey plus the Greek 

island of Zante and Rhodes all feature with Palma in Majorca being the only Spanish 

destination. Thomas Cook warns that the pound is weak and likely to stay volatile for the 

next 12 months at least. The long-haul market continues to grow in popularity. Despite some 

fearing a ‘Trump slump’, bookings to the US are good. Even compared to a “particularly 

strong” 2016, the US is the fourth most popular destination with bookings up 10% for this 

summer. Flight-only bookings to Boston have increased 116% year-on-year, while Los 

Angeles has seen a 33% rise. Mexico is also up 18% year-on-year, helped by the weakness of 

the peso – one of the few currencies to be down against the pound. Family package holidays 

are up 24% year-on-year to Cuba, 39% to Cancun and 17% to the Dominican Republic. This 

means that families now account for a third of customers in Cuba and almost half in Cancun 

and the Dominican Republic. “Clearly the value of a Caribbean all-inclusive is a decisive 

factor for parents,” the report says. Thomas Cook UK managing director Chris Mottershead 

said: “Our Holiday Report shows that savvy families who would have historically travelled to 

more traditional short-haul sun and beach destinations are expanding their search to make the 

most of great-value deals. “We’re seeing children enticed into going away with their parents 

by more adventurous destinations like Mexico, Cuba and the Dominican Republic. “While 

places like Cancun might have once been thought of as a party destination, the vibrant city 

has been fast developing into a popular spot for families of all ages, offering everything from 

lazy days spent sunbathing, to diving and sailing.” 
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BA crew to stage 16-day strike 

Cabin crew at British Airways are to hold a 16-day strike next month. The action is planned 

from Saturday July 1 to Sunday July 16. Since the start of this year, BA has suffered from 26 

days of strike action, forcing it to cancel flights and charter aircraft from other airlines such 



as Titan Airways, Vueling and Thomson Airways to cover striking crew. Unite the union said 

its members, who are in the mixed fleet crew, have voted to strike after BA refused to accept 

the union's final compromise position on the outstanding issue of the sanctioning of striking 

cabin crew. In addition to the industry action, Unite said it would 'vigorously' pursue legal 

action against BA to the 'highest court in the land' on behalf of 1,400 cabin crew, who were 

sanctioned for taking strike action in a long-running pay dispute. Sanctions have included 

removing bonus payments worth hundreds of pounds and also staff travel concessions. Last 

week Unite suspended a planned four-day strike due to start today hoping to resolve the 

dispute through fresh talks. But it said BA failed to send key decision makers to the talks, 

prompting the union to write to BA bosses with a final compromise position for acceptance 

by noon today. "The refusal by BA bosses to meaningfully consider our compromise offer is 

deeply disappointing," said Unite assistant general secretary Howard Beckett. "A resolution 

to this long-running dispute was within the grasp of BA, but instead of grabbing that 

opportunity, bosses rebuffed it. It now means BA faces an entirely avoidable two week strike 

and prolonged legal action on behalf of over 1,400 mixed cabin crew. "Unite believes the 

divisive way BA has targeted striking members of cabin crew is unlawful and amounts to 

blacklisting. The airline should be under no illusion of Unite's intent to pursue justice on 

behalf of its members all the way to the highest court in the land. "We would urge BA bosses 

to come to their senses and think again." 
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Visit Florida vice president steps down 

The vice president of state tourism marketing agency Visit Florida is stepping down. Alfredo 

Gonzalez has announced his resignation as the agency undergoes a reorganisation. He was 

VP for global meetings and trade and officially leaves on July 7. He was the highest paid 

official in an organisation that has come under heavy scrutiny for secretive contracts and 

spending. This follows the departure of international marketing program director Shari Bailey 

who resigned last week. Bailey worked under Gonzalez. Visit Florida's acting chief 

marketing officer Nelson Mongiovi said the changes would not impact the planned 

reorganisation over the next month. "We have an incredibly talented team, and we've really 

gone out of our way to cross-pollinate people," Mongiovi said. "We're already plugging and 

playing those people where they need to be." That was echoed by Visit Florida president Ken 

Lawson. "We are going to spend the next several weeks ensuring the right people are in the 

right jobs. I'm going to make sure we hire the people who are going to help us," Lawson said. 

After weeks of debate and a veto, the agency finally secured the $76 million funding it 

wanted but this comes with tighter rules on employee salaries, performance bonuses and 

business travel. 

 

 


